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Objectives
General objectives of the Mountain Rain program
‘Mountain Rain’ is a long-term integrated program which aims to encourage the development of
sustainable livelihoods in seven hillside communities in an environmentally sensitive and disaster
vulnerable area of western Nicaragua. The target area is located on the western side of Nicaragua in the
Department of León. The beneficiary communities are Agua Fría, El Ñajo, El Caracol, El Ojochal del
Listón, Mata de Caña, El Cacao, and Las Pilas. The intended outcomes of the Mountain Rain program
are:
1. Improved access to safe water in seven remote hillside communities through rainwater harvesting
and protection of spring sources.
2. Improved access to sanitation through construction of latrines and hygiene promotion by women.
3. Improved access to agricultural land through improvements to paths and tracks which allow better
access to markets.
4. Diversified land use and farming practices in the target area to increase income, improve
sustainability and reduce vulnerability to environmental shocks and stresses.
This program is underpinned by a strong emphasis on community development, leadership, organization
and education. Lasting outcomes can only be achieved when the beneficiaries themselves commit to
work together, look to the interests of others and invest in the future of their communities.

Specific objectives of the present project
This project has focused on the smallest of the seven hillside communities covered by the Mountain Rain
program, El Ñajo. El Ñajo is a small hillside community made up of 43 individuals from seven
households. At the beginning of this project the community was accessible only on foot during much of
the rainy season because of the poor state of the one access road, making it difficult for community
members to deliver their crops to market, go to school, or leave the community in the case of
emergencies.
There were two main project objectives:
1. Improve access to the community of El Ñajo through the construction of a rough but durable,
partially-paved road to give year round access to the community by vehicle (4x4) and ox and cart.
This road will facilitate the delivery of materials for this and other projects, as well as assist
farmers in transporting their produce to market.
2. Facilitate the long-term management of repairs to the road by providing relevant training
(including community organization).
The main indicators of success chosen before the project began were that there be vehicle access to the
community in all conditions (except during extreme storms) and that the road be maintained by the
community under their own initiative. According to Nuevas Esperanzas’ immediate observations, the
project has successfully achieved both of these objectives.
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Project Implementation
Road improvements were made along 3 km of the access road to the community of El Ñajo. In total, 515
meters were paved with cobbles and, wherever necessary, cement mortar. A gabion was built to prevent
one section of the road from being washed away, and an additional 200 meters were improved with the
construction of erosion checks. Erosion checks look like speed bumps built across the track and prevent
gullies from forming in the middle of the road.
The purchase of a one bag cement mixer in the early stages of the project provided significant help in
advancing the work on the road. 350 bags of cement were used in paving sections of the road with
cement mortar to ensure that the rocks laid will not be washed away in the rainy season. Once rocks had
been laid over a significant stretch (work which may take several days) cement was mixed to pour over
the entire stretch in one day to maximize efficiency.
The most critical stretches of road improvement were completed before the beginning of the wet season
in May, and these improvements made it possible to deliver materials for the construction of four
rainwater harvesting tanks over the course of the rainy season. The road improvements also made it
possible for the families of El Ñajo to have their first bean harvest, which takes place in the middle of the
wet season, delivered by vehicle directly to the bus terminal in Las Quemadas. The following table shows
a summary of the work undertaken on the road:

Distance from Las
Quemadas

Main Challenges

Work Undertaken

0-710 m

Deep river channel to cross, heavy
erosion caused by water draining
from higher on the hillside has
created trenches.

A ford was constructed. Trenches
were in-filled manually with rocks.
Large rocks were broken up and
cleared.

710-1000 m

Extremely muddy stretch, at times
60 cm deep. Deep erosion caused
by ephemeral stream.

A 50 meter ramp was constructed
and a further section approx. 12
meters were paved. A gabion was
built to prevent further erosion.

1000-1300 m

Very rocky section made very
slippery when ‘sticky’ mud is
created in damp conditions due to
the steepness of the slope.

Retaining erosion checks were built
in the most slippery sections.

1300-1750 m

Heavily eroded stretch due to
currents of water. Very muddy
stream bed.

Trenches were manually in-filled
with earth and rocks and a ford was
built across the stream bed.

1750-2150 m

Steeply sloping stretch with heavy
erosion. Less steep area was very
muddy. No source of rocks close
by.

Rocks were brought in to pave the
stretch which was covered with a
cement mortar.
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2150-2700 m

First 80 meters were very muddy.
Highest stretch very rocky and
steep.

The road was diverted in the first
stretch. Large rocks were broken
up and moved. The worst areas
were then covered with cement
mortar to make them passable.

It is the commitment of the community itself which has given Nuevas Esperanzas the most confidence in
the long-term benefits of the new road. Twelve individuals from El Ñajo provided almost all of the manual
labor for construction. In the months before the rainy season and the annual planting, each person
contributed two or three days per week of hard labor widening the road, hauling field stone, and pouring
cement. At meetings held with the community at the start of the project work groups were formed and for
most of the project two work groups of 5 people rotated. These groups worked under the supervision of
one of Nuevas Esperanzas’ building supervisors who worked permanently on the project. Community
organization and delivery of materials for the work were supervised by twice weekly visits from Nuevas
Esperanzas’ logistician. By the end of the project the community had learned and put into practice all of
the necessary road improvement techniques including: laying cobbles, pouring mortar, building erosion
checks and constructing gabions.
In the final weeks of work a meeting was held to discuss how the community planned to maintain the road
over the long-term. It was decided that a meeting will be held each November after the end of the rains.
The seven families which make up the community of El Ñajo will take a group decision about
maintenance priorities and the best way to organize work groups. In order to give the community a small
incentive, Nuevas Esperanzas offered to provide cement and the use of the mixer for future maintenance
projects if the community independently lay the field stone surface.
In this project, activities related to collecting materials and laying field stone have represented the majority
of the expenses. From calculations based on the construction of one of the longest ramps it can be
estimated that for each $9 bag of cement used, it cost approximately $26 in time, transport and
supervision to prepare the surface of the road (clearing, infilling and paving with rocks). This shows that
offering bags of cement as an incentive when the community provide all the labor is a very cost effective
and low risk method for promoting road maintenance; all work will be undertaken through the
community’s initiative and Nuevas Esperanzas’ contribution will be matched almost 3 to 1 by the
beneficiaries themselves.
In response to the incentive, the community independently organized work groups for five days of the
following week and laid field stone for an additional 70 meters of road. The initiative of the community, its
ability to self-organize, and the evidence that it has gained the practical skills to undertake road
maintenance independently, give Nuevas Esperanzas confidence that the road will continue to provide
benefits for years to come and that the investment in training this community will provide returns even
beyond the project’s initial expectations.
The final road improvements were not completed until the end of this year’s rainy season, so it will not be
possible to evaluate the durability and impact of the road improvements fully until the end of next year’s
rainy season, but the road’s performance to date gives cause to expect it will provide a significant benefit
to the community for years to come.
Changes during the project
The scope of the project did not change, but it was completed significantly behind schedule principally
due to the fact that the physical work was not finished before the beginning of the planting season as had
been scheduled. It had been anticipated that neighboring communities, which also make use of the road
to El Ñajo to access their fields, would also contribute some labor to road improvement. However,
despite repeated requests for assistance, there was never more than a token participation from families
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outside of El Ñajo. It became clear that whilst many members of the community of Las Quemadas farm
land on the hillside, most of them use a different access route further to the west to reach the higher
ground. For this reason working to improve the road to El Ñajo was not a priority for them. Even with the
hard work and dedication of the participants from El Ñajo it was not possible to finish the physical work
before the rains started and planting season began. While the simultaneous implementation of the
project to improve the road, the construction of rainwater harvesting tanks and the beekeeping project
meant that transport of materials was easier and supervision visits could be shared, this also put a huge
demand on the time of a small number of people.
Once into the planting season participation dropped off drastically due to the other demands on the
farmers’ time, and the remaining work had to be finished in stolen moments over the subsequent six
months. It had been hoped that the majority of the remaining work could be completed during the short
period in August which falls after the first harvest and before the second planting when the work load for
farmers is less demanding. However, the lead foreman on the project was forced to take an unexpected
medical leave at precisely that time. This meant that the project could not be finished before planting and
it became necessary to finish the work slowly during the second half of the rainy season.
Other activities undertaken in parallel
The improvements to the road in El Ñajo facilitated the transport of materials for four rainwater harvesting
systems for the remaining families in the community without access to water within 50 meters of their
homes. All now have their own rainwater tanks except two families which share water from a communal
tank previously built by Nuevas Esperanzas and one family which has access to water from another
source. The entire community now has access to at least 130 liters of water per family per day
throughout the dry season.
Improved access also made it possible to transport five bee hives with active colonies in them up to the
community of El Ñajo for the first time on the night of 16th November. This brings the total to 20 hives
across the two apiaries in the community. The timing was excellent, as the beekeepers from El Ñajo are
preparing to make their first significant honey harvest for export during the next few months.

Project Evaluation and Notable Accomplishments
Nuevas Esperanzas’ approach to community development is to identify community priorities through
participatory rural appraisals – open, interactive community “interviews” about needs and priorities,
facilitated by Nuevas Esperanzas but directed by the community itself. The priorities identified in these
appraisals then enable Nuevas Esperanzas to work with the community to realize its goals through
integrated projects. This means that Nuevas Esperanzas visits communities regularly over many years,
working in a variety of sectors. This regular contact provides the opportunity to see the impact of
previous projects and how projects in different sectors complement one another.
Nuevas Esperanzas tracks specific indicators related to pre-defined objectives for each project. The
conclusions from the analysis of that data are incorporated into lessons learned documents which inform
future project planning. However, just as important as the systematic monitoring to ensure that projects
proceed according to plan are the open, on-going conversations with the community, because through
open conversations it is possible to learn about the unanticipated effects of our projects, both positive and
negative. In a sense, Nuevas Esperanzas’ most important evaluation “technique” has simply been its ongoing presence in the same communities through the years to observe how projects impact families and
to talk with them about how the projects have affected their lives.
Over the previous year Nuevas Esperanzas has continued its projects in a number of different areas:
family gardening, beekeeping, rainwater harvesting and arsenic alleviation. To step back and see a
newly finished rainwater harvesting tank or a garden full of tomatoes is always satisfying, but the most
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exciting achievements are when communities take ownership of a project, laying the foundation for
sustainable change: a group of beekeepers making their own beehives, a gardener independently digging
a few additional beds, previous beneficiaries of tanks giving new beneficiaries advice on how to maintain
their tank each year.
Nuevas Esperanzas’ evaluation of its projects has provided many important lessons about how to
encourage sustainable development through community ownership of projects. These are a few
examples:


The more a project aligns with a community’s priorities the more likely it is that the community will
take ownership.



Addressing more basic needs, such as access to water or a safe road to one’s home, can free people
up to concentrate on other needs, such as diversified agriculture or new income generation activities.



Understanding the “social” side of a project is just as important as the technical side; understanding
the social dynamics is best done in the context of an on-going relationship; and building relationships
depends on maintaining a regular, long-term presence in a community.

The seven communities which are a part of Nuevas Esperanzas’ Mountain Rain program are at various
stages along the development continuum. As a result of the successful projects implemented this year,
communities like El Ñajo have now met basic needs like water and access, and are close to meeting
other “higher level” goals like income generation, through the beekeeping project. However, other
communities like Mata de Caña are at the very beginning of that process. Nuevas Esperanzas has
learned valuable lessons through its work in the first Mountain Rain communities and is looking forward to
opportunities to take advantage of that experience to meet the needs of the remaining communities.

Successes, challenges & lessons learned
Nuevas Esperanzas monitors project outputs to determine whether a project was implemented as
planned. Project outcomes are also tracked to determine whether the project outputs have had the
anticipated effects.
With regard to project implementation, the most significant challenge in the Mountain Rain: El Ñajo road
project was that of community participation, as was mentioned above. This challenge had the knock-on
effect of creating unexpected additional expenses related to project supervision. Overspending on project
supervision was due in part to the fact that levels of participation did not always match levels of
supervision, i.e. similar amounts of supervision were provided even when work slowed down. It is not
possible to avoid inefficiencies related to low participation totally; a certain level of supervision must be
provided regardless of participation levels. However, some unnecessary trips were made before an
overspend became fully apparent in the monthly finance reports and once it had been identified measures
were taken to correct this trend. Two lessons learned from the implementation of this project are to
undertake additional participant engagement during the project design stage in order to project
participation levels more accurately and to delegate more supervision responsibilities during times when
the pace of work slows.
At the level of project outcomes it will not be possible to evaluate the durability of the road improvements
fully until next year, but the quality of construction appears to be good on first inspection. This has been
Nuevas Esperanzas’ second major road improvement project and the results have further increased
confidence in the construction techniques.
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Perhaps the most exciting outcome from this project was the reaction of the community to the small
incentive provided by Nuevas Esperanzas for road maintenance and the practical demonstration of the
skills they gained over the course of the project. The significant amount of work done by the community
under its own organization and initiative suggests that emphasizing capacity building in combination with
small incentives, could be a model for reducing the cost of improving rural infrastructure. If the project
had focused more on community organization at an earlier stage then some savings might have been
possible. Another lesson learned has been that efforts should be made to encourage community initiative
as soon as participants have demonstrated that they have gained the necessary skills to work
independently.

Future Work
Following the successful implementation of projects in the Mountain Rain communities in 2012, Nuevas
Esperanzas plans to expand the work into other communities in 2013. In particular, it is hoped that
funding will be secured for work in the community of Mata de Caña where improvements to a spring
source are planned as well as the construction of an access road. Accomplishments of the Mountain
Rain program to date are shown in the following table:

Community

‘Building foundations’
(rural infrastructure)

‘Releasing potential’
(sustainable livelihood
projects)

‘Transforming communities’
(social development and
community organization)

El Ojochal
del Listón

Complete
(road, school, rainwater
harvesting tanks, latrines)

In progress
(beekeeping, family
gardens, reforestation)

In progress
(community leadership,
establishing of cooperative)

El Ñajo

Complete
(road, rainwater harvesting
tanks)

In progress
(beekeeping, family
gardens)

In progress
(community organization)

El Caracol

In progress
(road, rainwater harvesting
tanks, latrines)

In progress
(beekeeping)

Not yet begun

Agua Fría

In progress
(road, spring, rainwater
harvesting tanks)

Not yet begun

Not yet begun

Las Pilas

In progress
(rainwater harvesting
tanks)

Not yet begun

Not yet begun

Mata de
Caña

Not yet begun

Not yet begun

Not yet begun

El Cacao

Not yet begun

Not yet begun

Not yet begun

Financial Statement
Equipment
1 bag cement mixer

$

1,567
$ 1,567

Materials
Cement*
Gabions
Tax on materials (recoverable)
Other materials

$
$
$
$

2,848
81
485
221
$ 3,636

Transport
Use of vehicle
Use of tractor and transport truck
Public transport

$
$
$

1,721
387
29
$ 2,137

Staff costs
Director
Project Reviewer*
Building Supervisors
Civil Engineer/Project Manager
Logistician
Community Coordinator
Administrator
Other staff
Subsistence

Hours
24.5
111.5
846.5
426.5
352
100.5
5.5

Rate
17.48
11.82
3.15
7.45
5.26
6.01
10.09

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

428
1,318
2,666
3,178
1,852
604
55
522
812
$ 11,436

Indirect project costs
Includes rent, utilities, support staff, etc.

15% $

2,816
$ 2,816

TOTAL

$ 21,591

* In-Kind donations included : The municipal government of Telica donated 150 bags of
cement to the project, and project review was a donated service, provided through
Nuevas Esperanzas US.
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Many sections of the road needed
to be cleared before other work
could begin. Large rocks were
removed and narrow stretches
widened before rocks were laid
for ramps, fords or erosion
checks.

Water was needed to mix cement
and was brought from wells or
tanks some distance from the
construction site. During the wet
season when many routes
become very muddy these
journeys to collect materials were
often a significant challenge.

Nuevas Esperanzas’ logistician,
Yamil Fuentes, made twice
weekly visits to the project.
During these visits he transported
materials such as rocks, sand and
water and supervised work group
rotas.
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Where the road was particularly
steep and subject to erosion,
continuous sections were paved
using rocks and cement. Along
some stretches of road, suitable
rocks were found nearby but for
many stretches it was necessary
to collect rocks from nearby river
beds and transport them by
pickup truck.

The rocks were carefully laid and
packed together. This was the
most time consuming part of the
construction process and was
necessary to ensure that the
completed road has a hard,
durable surface which provides a
good grip for vehicles on the
steep slope.

Work groups prepared long
stretches of the road with closely
packed rocks so that a whole day
could be spent pouring cement,
thus maximizing efficiency.
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Over 350 bags of cement were
used in the project. Cement was
bought in León and transported to
the project site. The amount
required was carefully calculated
as it has a ‘shelf life’ of around a
month in the hot and humid
conditions in Nicaragua.

The purchase of a one bag
cement mixer early on in the
project greatly facilitated
progress. This cement mixer will
now be used to help other
communities improve access.

One bag of cement will cover just
over one linear meter of road.
The cement ensures the packed
rocks will not be washed away by
the rain during the wet season
making the improvements
undertaken this year permanent.
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The paved road provides a
smoother surface and, more
importantly, prevents erosion of
the underlying rocks.
Approximately 515 meters of road
were paved as part of this project.

In some areas deep trenches had
been created by running water,
destabilizing the road. These
were too deep to be in filled with
loose rocks so a gabion was built.
Gabions act as highly effective
and environmentally sensitive
retaining walls which permit the
water to pass through without
causing erosion.

Construction is simple. A cage of
woven galvanized wire mesh with
a volume of one cubic meter is
built. The cage is filled with rocks
and built up to form a retaining
wall which will prevent further
erosion along the trenches where
a small ephemeral stream runs
alongside the road.
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Over time, the gabions become
overgrown and barely visible.
They will last for decades even
with strong currents flowing over
them. The space in front of the
gabion (upstream relative to flow
direction) will quickly become
infilled by sediment.

El Ñajo is a small community and
the ten men who have made up
the two work groups have
invested a lot of time and energy
during this year to improve
access.

One of the first benefits of having
good access was being able to
transport five more bee hives
(complete with around 10,000
bees in each!) to a new apiary in
the community during the night of
16th November 2012.
Transporting hives on the back of
a truck is a delicate task and
needs a good road. Once in El
Ñajo, the hives were carried the
short distance from the truck to
the apiary.
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